ForexMinute Now Providing Information and News on Shorting Bitcoins
for Traders
ForexMinute, a prominent Forex portal, now comes out with information and news assisting
traders while shorting Bitcoins.
London, United Kingdom (prHWY.com) June 19, 2013 - ForexMinute, a prominent Forex portal, now comes out
with information and news assisting traders while shorting Bitcoins. The portal encompasses a complete guide for
traders and visitors who want to short Bitcoins. It eases users' queries by providing them with the best Bitcoins
resources.
ForexMinute offers traders a complete guide to understand the shorting process and take wise and appropriate
decisions. As per the online portal the simplest way to short Bitcoins is to use a currency pair; for illustration,
there are many Bitcoin exchanges that allow traders to do shorting based on contracts like the Gold/BTC,
BTC/USD and Crude (WTI)/BTC.
The companies that propose and support Bitcoin shorting act in accordance with certain contracts and accordingly
they trade with brokers. This mechanism has helped Bitcoins gain an acceptance among traders and brokers, and
also has removed the fear from their minds regarding the future of Bitcoins. Moreover, numerous renowned
companies have already accepted Bitcoin as a rising currency and support it as a standard transaction mode.
Furthermore, ForexMinute provide traders with an index listing the leading and best Bitcoin exchanges. These
exchanges work smoothly not only to short Bitcoins but also to make the complete procedure hassle free for
traders. They even allow the investors to get into the shoes of brokers and behave like them by allowing traders to
lend Bitcoins to other traders.
ForexMinute claims that if users are looking to short Bitcoins, they should "try and test the top exchange list, or
prefer to buy trades in pairs".
About ForexMinute:
ForexMinute is the world's leading Forex news website, providing investors all the required tools to become a top
class Forex trader. The ForexMinute.com team offers global investors an array of resources, including financial
news by the minute, fundamental analysis, technical analysis, Forex tools and much more. The aim of
ForexMinute is to provide investors the leading Forex education tools, so they can visit their leading Forex portal
whenever it suits them.
For more information, visit http://www.forexminute.com or call +1 800 758 5780.
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